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Socio-Technical Systems & Smart Spaces

Socio-Technical Systems (STS): “When cognitive and social interaction is mediated by information
technology, rather than by the natural world (alone)” [Whitworth, 2006]

heterogeneous
distributed
intelligent
immersed in the environment

agents & humans
sensors & actuators
social issues
situatedness

Smart Spaces: “shape environments (..) [outlining] a lifestyle where computer systems seamlessly
integrate into people’s everyday lives, providing services and information anywhere, anytime”
[Saha and Mukherjee, 2003][Satyanarayanan, 2001]

Socio-Technical Smart Spaces (STSS)

The kind of Socio-Technical Systems which arise from Smart Spaces

The Butlers Vision
The Butlers architecture [Denti, 2014] defines a technology-neutral framework made of seven
conceptual layers, relating technologies, features and the corresponding value-added for users

Aim

To devise out expressive multi-layer reference architecture enabling Socio Technical Smart Spaces
To test the architecture in a Smart Home context

Butlers for Smart Spaces: Overview

Butlers for Smart Spaces: contextualisation of the Butlers vision to Socio-Technical Smart Spaces

Butlers for Smart Spaces: Layers

Monitoring layer groups the Butlers Information (1) and Control (2) layers , because the ability to act
on the environment is inherent to the Smart Space notion

Services layer deals with raw information, which needs to be pre-processed to become exploitable
knowledge

Goals and Policies group the Butlers Coordination (3) and User-aware (4) layers, while separating
more clearly goals from policies—a step towards pro-activity and situatedness

Reasoning and Situated Reasoning layers capture the reasoning capabilities—respectively,
exploiting the local/user knowledge only, and the surrounding environment as well

Butlers on Home Manager

TuCSoN infrastructure as the basic enabling technology → surrounds all layers

Hypothesis: each device is equipped with an agent

TuCSoN sensors and probes → grabbing environment information

TuCSoN actuators and transducers → acting on the environment

Service-Level Agents and Basic Policies → basic info elaboration (no sophisticated reasonings)

Goal-Oriented Agents and Higher-Level policies → autonomous decisions based on users’ policies

Reasoner Agents and Reasoning Support Policies → reasoning on user-related knowledge

Situated Reasoner Agents → extend reasoning towards situatedness, in time and space

Overall Architecture

Developing STSS on Home Manager: the Smart Oven case

Basic Oven services
analyses the oven content
warns the user if the food exceeds the calories count of the day (based on user profile, habits, diet plan, ...)

Basic Oven Agent & Policies
manages basic aspects (e.g. guaranteeing that the proper amount of daily calories is introduced)
does not require advanced reasoning skills

Advanced Oven Agent
reasons on (potentially) any kind of user-related knowledge

Context-aware Oven
situated both in time and space → interaction with the Smart Fridge & environment
opportunistic behaviour (i.e. suggesting a specific recipe based on the current fridge content)

Prototype implementation

Raspberry-based implementation of the Smart Fridge + Simulated Smart Oven

Summing Up

Technology-neutral architectural reference for STSS in pervasive IoT contexts
Conceptual layers directly mappable on the Home Manager platform
The specific system design finds its direct counterpart in the application structure

Future work and extensions:

Better support for simulated/physical devices
Focus on advanced smart services involving more complex policies and goals
Data privacy & the multi-disciplinary legal-ethical-technical issues
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